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'There needs to be a quick and
devastating take down': Emails show
how Fauci and head of NIH worked to
discredit three experts who penned
the Great Barrington Declaration
which called for an end to lockdowns
• The emails show Fauci and NIH Director Francis Collins attempting to coordinate

a 'devastating takedown' of the Great Barrington Declaration (GBD)

• AIER, a libertarian think tank, sponsored the GBD, which largely abandons

lockdowns in favor of herd immunity strategy that allows life to return to normal 

• In an October 8 email from Collins to Fauci, the head of the NIH calls the GBD the

work of 'three fringe epidemiologists' that 'seems to be getting a lot of attention' 

• Collins adds that 'there needs to be a quick and devastating published takedown

of its premises. I don't see anything like that online yet - is it underway?'

• Fauci later sends Collins multiple op-eds trashing the GBD in Wired and The

Nation Magazine

• Dr. Jay Bhattacharya - one of the authors and a DailyMail.com contributor -

tweeted that he was the subject of a propaganda attack by his own government

By STEPHEN M. LEPORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM

PUBLISHED: 19:16 EST, 18 December 2021 | UPDATED: 08:16 EST, 19 December 2021

Dr. Anthony Fauci and the head of the National Institute of Health (NIH) colluded on

a way to discredit an alternative plan to deal with COVID from a group of experts,

released emails reveal. 

The emails, some of which were tweeted out on Saturday by Phil Magness, senior

research faculty and interim research and education director at the American

Institute for Economic Research (AIER), show Fauci and Francis Collins attempting to

coordinate a 'devastating takedown' of the Great Barrington Declaration.

AIER, a libertarian think tank, sponsored the declaration, which largely abandons

lockdowns in favor of a herd immunity strategy that allows life to return to normal. 
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In an October 8 email from Collins to Fauci, the head of the NIH calls the GBD the

work of 'three fringe epidemiologists' that 'seems to be getting a lot of attention.' 

Collins adds that 'there needs to be a quick and devastating published takedown of

its premises. I don't see anything like that online yet - is it underway?' 

Later in the day, Fauci sends Collins a Wired op-ed that refutes the notion of herd

immunity stopping the pandemic. 

Collins then sends Fauci an op-ed in The Nation also trashing the GBD.  

An email from NIH Director Francis Collins telling Anthony Fauci that there needed to be a

'devastating published take down' of the Great Barrington Declaration

Later in the day, Fauci sends along a piece from wired that Fauci said 'debunks this theory,'

which relies heavily on ending lockdowns and herd immunity

Read More
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Fauci sends him along another op-ed from The Nation Magazine trashing the Great Barrington

Declaration

A few days later, Collins emails Fauci a Washington Post op-ed he's quoted in

headlined 'Proposal to hasten herd immunity to the coronavirus grabs White House

attention but appalls top scientists.'

Collins - working under former President Donald Trump at the time - said 'my quotes

are accurate but will not be appreciated in the [White House].'

Fauci responds: 'They are too busy with other things to worry about this. What you

said was entirely correct.' 

Later, Gregg Gonsalves - the writer of The Nation op-ed - sends Collins an email

thanking him with a subject line that includes saying legendary AIDS activist Larry

Kramer 'would be proud.' 

Collins responds with a smiley face.  

A few days later, Collins emails Fauci a Washington Post op-ed he's quoted in headlined

'Proposal to hasten herd immunity to the coronavirus grabs White House attention but appalls

top scientists'
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Need some last minute
gifting inspiration? This
Skin Proud gift set
contains three TikTok-
approved skincare
products - all for under
$20
PROMOTED

Dua Lipa shows off her
phenomenal figure in a
skimpy white bikini as
she enjoys a girls'
getaway at Soho
Farmhouse

Kim Kardashian 'met
new beau Pete
Davidson's mom Amy
for several hours' over
the weekend as the
reality TV star and
comedian get closer

Rita Ora and Taika
Waititi are tipped to get
ENGAGED in Australia
over Christmas after the
UK pop-star's parents
'gave their blessing' 

Chris Noth's SATC co-
star Bridget Moynahan
refuses to comment on
sex assault allegations,
insisting she 'has no
knowledge of it' 

Miles Teller wears a
retro shirt and suit as he
vapes on the Hollywood
set of the miniseries
The Offer about the
making of 1972's The
Godfather

Remembering their big
day? Prince William
catches Kate's eye for a
secret smile as they
watch their wedding
singer Ellie Goulding
perform at Westminster
Abbey carol concert

Hailey Bieber gets
'New York' neck tattoo...
after urging husband
Justin Bieber to stop
getting neck tatts

For ALL the showbiz
news on the internet, go
to Newzit.com

SPONSORED

Dreaming of a full,
peaceful night's sleep?
This lavender sleep
spray and cocoon lotion
will help you feel calm,
rested and happier this
holiday season
PROMOTED

ADVERTISEMENT

Emails reveal how Fauci, head of NIH colluded to try to... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10324873/Email...
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Collins is later thanked by Gregg Gonsalves, who wrote the op-ed trashing the GBD in The

Nation

The GBD - authored by previous DailyMail.com contributor Jay Bhattacharya of

Stanford University, Sunetra Gupta of the University of Oxford and Martin Kulldorff of

Harvard University, calls for individuals at signi�icantly lower risk of dying from

COVID-19 – as well as those at higher risk who so wish – to be allowed 'to resume

their normal lives.'

That would mean allowing people in low risk groups to go to of�ices, hang out in bars

and restaurants and go to sporting and entertainment events. 

The centerpiece of the declaration, according to Dr. Bhattacharya, is a call for

increased focused protection of the vulnerable older population, who are more than

a thousand times more likely to die from COVID infection than the young. 

The declaration makes no mention of social distancing, masks, tracing, or long-term

Covid cases but suggests that increased infection of those at lower risks would build

herd immunity.  

Bhattacharya tweeted in response to the emails: 'So now I know what it feels like to

be the subject of a propaganda attack by my own government. Discussion and

engagement would have been a better path.' 

Drs Jay Bhattacharya of Stanford University, Sunetra Gupta of Oxford University and Martin

Kulldorff of Harvard University, the main authors of the Great Barrington Declaration
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Andy Cohen confirms
he had COVID-19 for the
second time and 'got
pretty sick'... after
suffering from
coronavirus in March
2020: 'All better now'

Britney Spears' former
business manager Lou
Taylor 'made MILLIONS
managing singer's
finances after her
company loaned
$40,000 to her father
Jamie'

Olivia Rodrigo and her
boyfriend Adam Faze
hold hands while
picking up supplies at
an organic grocery
store in LA's Pacific
Palisades

Looking for a gentler
alternative to retinol?
This PolyPep serum
promises to help
improve the appearance
of fine lines and
wrinkles without
irritation
PROMOTED

Country star Kacey
Musgraves sparkles in a
'dreamy' sequin, silver
mini dress for the first
annual Teddy Bear Ball
in Nashville

Queen will NOT spend
Christmas at
Sandringham: Monarch
decides to celebrate at
Windsor where she will
be visited by family over
the festive period 

U2's Adam Clayton, 61,
looks unrecognisable
from his punk heyday
as he sports long white
locks and beard

Glam Kate Hudson
puts on a VERY
animated display as she
showcases her svelte
waist in a tight black ski
suit at the World Snow
Polo Finals in Aspen

EXCLUSIVE  Kissing
Booth star Joey King,
22, makes rare
comments about beau
Steven Piet, 30: 'He is
such a sweetheart, I am
lucky to have him in my
life'

Ashley Tisdale shares
adorable snap of baby
daughter Jupiter
rocking $280 Gucci
sneakers under
Christmas tree

Ashlee Simpson and
husband Evan Ross

Emails reveal how Fauci, head of NIH colluded to try to... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10324873/Email...
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The emails - which happened while Fauci and Collins were working under President

Trump - come as President Biden continues to struggle with the explosion of the

Omicron variant across the country. 

Biden will deliver a speech on Tuesday to announce new Covid measures to �ight the

rapidly-spreading Omicron variant.

It's anticipated that he will go beyond his already revealed 'Winter Plan' and address

booster shots, lockdowns and mask mandates.

Earlier this month Biden announced a Covid plan to battle the virus throughout the

colder months, which included booster shots for all adults, vaccinations for kids in

efforts to keep schools open and expanding free at-home Covid testing.

As of Saturday morning, there were 830

cases of the Omicron Covid-19 variant

con�irmed by DNA sequencing across

the country, a 97 percent increase from

Friday morning's tally. 

In reality, the true number of Omicron

cases is much higher, as only 1 to 2 percent of all cases are sequenced for variant

markers, but the testing data shows a disturbing national trend.

The CDC estimates that Omicron accounts for at least 13 percent of all new cases in

New York, which on Saturday recorded its highest single-day tally of new Covid-19

cases ever at 29,908 - breaking its previous record of 21,027 set just one day earlier.
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Share or comment on this article: Emails reveal how Fauci, head of NIH colluded to
try to smear experts who called to end lockdowns 

'The winter Covid-19 surge is here,' warned New York Governor Kathy Hochul, urging

everyone to get vaccinated and boosted.

Though New York's hospitalizations, which tend to lag new cases, remain below their

peaks, they have climbed 25 percent in the past two weeks, straining the state's

healthcare system.

Testing has now con�irmed the presence of Omicron in every US state except for

Oklahoma, Montana, North and South Dakota, Indiana, and Vermont, though the

eventual con�irmation of the highly transmissible variant in every state now seems

assured.  
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Lion Roar, BENSHAM, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

How much more fabricated evidence are the people going to endure from these criminals in
Government

ReplyNew Comment 011

Click to rate

Snippins, London, United Kingdom, 9 hours ago

Disgusting behaviour. What else would we expect from Fauci?

ReplyNew Comment 033

Click to rate

Ziva8, England, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

He did it before with Judy Mikovits and she ended up in jail...dishonest and disgusting
man, how he is still free baffles me.

010

Click to rate

Theosebes Goodfellow, Banning California, United States, 9 hours ago

When a guy claims to be the epitome of 'Science' is responsible for the lab abuse of beagles, he's
nothing but dirt in my eyes.

ReplyNew Comment 031

Click to rate

Kaz, Torino, 12 hours ago

PLEASE read Robert F Kennedy's book - The REAL Anthony Fauci. If you only read one book this
year then this should be it.

ReplyNew Comment 037

Click to rate

zerooneoneone, Boston, United States, 10 hours ago

You mean the Robert F Kennedy who required his partygoers to get vaccinated? That guy
has been lying through his teeth for decades.

181

Arcticvortex, New York, United States, 18 hours ago

"Herd immunity" means letting a virus run unchecked through a population, killing thousands,
maybe millions of people along the way until enough have been infected that supposedly the virus
doesn't have any more hosts to attack. But as Dr. Fauci recently said, we're not going to accept an
idea that the virus is "endemic" while there are 50-60,000 cases a day causing thousands of
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